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Henry Hank Gobin (Tulalip/Snohomish), Northwest Design, 1966, casein, tissue paper, ink 
pen on paper, Collection, MoCNA Collection (SNH-6)



ACTION/ABSTRACTION REDEFINED
Action/Abstraction Redefined is the  first majo r traveling exhibition that 
analyzes modern Native American art, inspired by Abstract Expressionism, 
Color Field and Hard-edge Painting and created by leading artists, such as 
George Morrison, Fritz Scholder, and T.C. Cannon from the mid– 1940s 
through the 1970s. These innovative artists explored new ways of artistic 
expression and challenged stereotypical expectations of American Indian 
art. Their paintings, sculptures a nd works o n p aper were created at the 
Institute of American Indian Arts (IAIA) in Santa Fe and in art studios across 
the nation. IAIA’s revolutionary art approaches encouraged experimentation 
and risk taking: artists combined New York School art influences with Native 
art traditions. George M orrison (Chippewa) actively contributed to  the 
Abstract Expressionism movement in New York, where he exhibited and 
associated with Franz Kline, Willem de Kooning, Jackson Pollock, and 
other avant-garde artists of the time. Like Abstract Expressionists, who 
broke with representational conventions and prioritized experimentation, 
IAIA artists redefined the concept of abstraction by creating deeply 
personal works informed by their own traditional aesthetics and art 
influences coming out of New York. Their innovative works pushed the 
boundaries of Native art and contributed to the development of 
Contemporary Native Art.
Action/Abstraction Redefined is organized by stylistic influences: Action/
Gestural Painting; Color Field; and Hard-edge Painting; and features ca. 
80-90 works by 50 artists.

Exhibition size:  
ca. 365 linear feet feet, or 2,130 square feet (negotiable)

Availability:  
The exhibition is available for booking periods beginning early 
2022and beyond.

Courtney Moyah (White Mountain Apache/
Akimel O’odham/ Tohono O’odham, b. 
1948), To Cry In The Dark, 1969
ink and watercolor on paper 
MoCNA Collection (A-127)

Doug Hyde, (Nez Perce), Sun and 
Moon Gods, mixed media, 1967, 
MoCNA Collection (NP-5)

Fritz Scholder (Luiseño, 1937–2005) 
New Mexico #40, 1966, acrylic on 
canvas, BIA Transfer, MoCNA Collection 
(MS-41)




